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CARRIER PIGEON BATTLES WITH BLIZZARD

FOR EIGHTEEN HOURS

(By a Military Observer)

After flying through a blizzard for eighteen hours, over a comparatively short

distance, a carrier pigeon brought back a message to headquarters. This happened

recently, when a British infantry division was snowed up on the Italian front.

The bird, a highly-bred Homer, was in a very exhausted state after its gruelling

flight through the snow, but rapidly recovered after it had been warmed and fed by

special personnel of the divisional signals. Among them was a pigeon fancier of many

years* experience.

Ironically, however, when the message was carefully extricated from the tiny

cylinder attached to the bird’s leg, it contained these words:

"NOTHING TO REPORT. "

When a division of the British array plans a move from one location to another, one

of the main responsibilities falls to the divisional signals. Unless "div.sigs." can

carry out its task to the last detail, communications run the risk of being.seriously

impaired, perhaps with far-reaching consequences*

Early in January, when most of the division was snowed-up for several days,

divisional signals, dug-in for a three weeks spell, was faced with an extraordinary

number of routine problems, due to the nature of the tactical situation*

Although static, the division was holding a wide front and div. sigs. had a very

busy time, as 100 per cent, personnel and equipment were in full use, even before the

snowing-up, whom matters became more complicated*

Owing to the heavy fall of snow along the line, telephone communication temporarily

failed, and the only link with the rest of the division was by radio* Reception was

considerably impaired by the snow, which caused bad static, and made conditions even

more difficult*

A flight of homing-pigeons, highly trained for operations in snow-bound terrain,

was maintained at each battalion of the brigades, for communication with brigade

headquarters.

These hardy birds did a magnificent Job during the snowing-up period, especially

the pigeon that battled with a blizzard for eighteen hours, but got through - with a

negative message!
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With most of the telephone lines submerged beneath the snow - in some cases under

drifts more than ten feet deep - maintenance and repairs were temporarily out of the

question# Scores of labels, by which lines could readily be identified, were rendered

invisible, until the snow had cleared sufficiently for them to be detected.

When the linemen eventually got down to the job, faults were more difficult to

trace, because many of the lines had been severed by bulldozers and other heavy trans-

port employed in removing the snow from the buried roads,. It was not always possible

to locate such breaks without considerable trouble, as many of the cables had been hidden

beneath masses of snow and hard, crusty mud.

It took a line detachment three days to repair a 12-miles section of line, owing to

it having been buried under snow for most of the distance.

Then, as the intermittent sun began to melt the snow, which glistened like myriads

of diamonds of the multi-hued cables now revealed, come the advance warning to div#

sigs. that the division was about to novo to another location*

Arrow-like, the advanced echelon of signals office and equipment, loaded on a

powerful three-tonner, sped along a road from which the snow at last had been cleared,

to set up an advance signals installation -on the new site selected for divisional

headquarters.

Some idea of what conditions were like during the snowing-up period - conditions

with which the carrier-pigeons had to ’contend - nay be gauged from the observations of

a young officer of the Royal Corps of Signals, who drove through the deep snow in a

jeep, to which wheel-chains had been fitted, as an additional aid to mobility.

"The Royal Engineers" he said "had cleared a path sufficient to enable a single

line of traffic to proceed. At intervals along the road there were double-width clear-

ances, to enable oncoming traffic to .pass. Fortunately, it was almost entirely a one-way

shor.

"I moved ahead as fast as weather conditions would permit. It was still snowing

and I lowered the windshield to facilitate visibility. It didn't help a lot, as the

keen, raw wind was whirling the snow round and round, like soapy suds in an electric

washing-machine•

"It was bitterly cold - so cold, in fact, that one could hardly believe that a

pigeon could survive,.eighteen hours, in the thick of a blizzard, before being able to

return to a cosy roost* I. heard the story when I returned from my brief trip: even

then, I felt chilled to the marrow - yet that game little bird had made it. without

thick socks and long underpants,"

In divisional circles, they still toll the story of that pigeon. A feathered

hero, it is more jealously guarded than the NAAFI beerl

MILITARY AFFAIR.
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